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Securing and managing the cloud foundation
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Source: https://aka.ms/AzureCompliance 

Azure covers over 91 compliance offerings



Cluster on the cloud
Provision one (or more) new 

clusters in minutes  

Remote workstations
Deploy powerful remote desktops 

with or without GPUs

HPC as a service
Run at scale without worrying 

about managing resource
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Abstract— Background—Photo-realistic terapixel visualization is computationally intensive and to 

date there have been no such visualizations of urban digital twins, the few terapixel visualizations 

that exist have looked towards space rather than earth. Objective—our aims are: creating a scalable 

cloud supercomputer software architecture for visualization; a photo-realistic terapixel 3D 

visualization of urban IoT data supporting daily updates; a rigorous evaluation of cloud 

supercomputing for our application. Method—We migrated the Blender Cycles path tracer to the 

public cloud within a new software framework designed to scale to petaFLOP performance. 

Results—we demonstrate we can compute a terapixel visualization in under one hour, the system 

scaling at 98% efficiency to use 1024 public cloud GPU nodes delivering 14 petaFLOPS. The 

resulting terapixel image supports interactive browsing of the city and its data at a wide range of 

sensing scales. Conclusion—The GPU compute resource available in the cloud is greater than 

anything available on our national supercomputers providing access to globally competitive 

resources. The direct financial cost of access, compared to procuring and running these systems, 

was low. The indirect cost, in overcoming teething issues with cloud software development, should 

reduce significantly over time. 

Source: https://arxiv.org/ftp/arxiv/papers/1902/1902.04820.pdf

Petascale Cloud Supercomputing for Terapixel Visualization of a Digital Twin



Dedicated & customized Cray, directly connected to Azure:
▪ Mission-critical Supercomputing directly connected to your data in Azure

▪ Custom-configured, bare-metal HPC cluster to supercomputer scale in 
Azure 

▪ Solve today’s simulation needs, while future-proofing for AI, IOT challenges

▪ Scale with Cray beyond anything else available in the cloud

▪ No Data movement! Your Cray HPC storage is on the same Azure network 
as elastic Azure RDMA, GPU, FPGA VMs

▪ Gain capital efficiencies, get more agility, capacity, science per pound 

▪ Reduce risk with Cray administered & managed system leveraging Microsoft 
engineering & resources

Sentinel Pilot System for Private Invite-only Preview




